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“Bubbles mean that your system is pushing through 

air rather than pool water. This is both inefficient 
and means that you cannot see!” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

that are compact and quiet, conserving space and 
keeping neighbours happy – ideal solutions for small 
backyard pools. 
For example, its MultiCyclone Ultra combines 

centrifugal and cartridge filtration in one streamlined 
housing which can be plumbed vertically. 
“There is no filtration system in the world that is 

more space-saving,” says Waterco group marketing 
director Bryan Goh. 
“Ultra’s streamlined design combines the benefits 

of MultiCyclone’s pre-filtration technology with a 
compact cartridge filter. Simply put, this enables a 
reduction in pool equipment footprint and required 
pipework – thus reducing the filtration system’s 
overall head loss. In addition, the MultiCyclone 
Ultra can be mounted using the specially designed 
support stand.” 
Further space saving benefits can be achieved by 

combining Waterco’s MultiCyclone with an Opal 
cartridge filter. This allows the filtration system to 
increase its capacity without increasing its footprint. 
“This dual-filtration system occupies less space than a 

sand filter and eliminates the need for a backwash line,” 
says Goh. 

Chlorination for small pools 

Another product designed specifically for small pools 
and spas is AIS Water’s new Water Pixie chlorinator. 
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Leading Australian designer and manufacturer of 
water disinfection technology, AIS Water, introduced 
the Water Pixie especially for plunge pools, swim spas, 
jacuzzis, spas, hot tubs and small volume water features. 
CEO Elena Gosse says the company was satisfying 

a demand for a market that had previously not been 
adequately accommodated. 
“There is a significant trend in Australia toward 

higher density living, making properties smaller and 
putting space at a premium,” she says. 
“People still want to enjoy the luxury of a private 

pool however, and this has seen the plunge pool and spa 
market increase. 
“This smaller application requires specifically 

designed pool chlorination technology and we have 
responded quickly with the launch of our purpose-built 
Pixie RP10.” 
Gosse says that unlike chlorine dosing or costly chlorine 

generators designed for much larger water volumes, the 
Pixie provides peace of mind because of its cost-efficiency, 
simplicity, reliability and ease of installation. 

Hydrotherapy 

A heated plunge pool not only extends the bathing 
season but also provides great health benefits. 
Miriam Fletcher, chair of the Australian 

Physiotherapy Association’s Aquatic Physiotherapy 
Group, says that aquatic exercises enable people to 
work many areas of the body for strength, range of 
movement, function and balance in the one session that 
would take much longer to achieve on land. 
“Exercising in warm water is an ideal tool for 

improving postoperative or injury rehabilitation results 
especially in complex or multiple conditions,” she says. 

The indoor/outdoor appeal of 
adding a pool to a small space 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Big isn’t necessarily better when working out in the 
pool, especially one fitted with swim and spa jets. 
Fletcher says that if a person has a lack of 

cardiovascular fitness – perhaps through lung conditions, 
heart problems or even pregnancy – simple exercises can 
be done safely at a higher intensity in water as there is 
better blood flow to the lungs resulting in up to 30 per 
cent better oxygen uptake with less stress on the heart. 
“In a hydrotherapy pool, the warmth and smoothness 

of movement and the ability to adjust your tolerable 
weight-bearing assists with facilitating pain-free 
exercises that would not be tolerated on land,” she says. 
While small pools can be an inexpensive alternative 

to a traditional swimming pool, that doesn’t mean they 
all come cheap. Popular add-ons like water features, in- 
floor cleaning systems and intelligent devices can add 
thousands to the finished product. 
With Covid-19 forcing many people to work from 

home, home school and postpone gym memberships, 
it will be interesting to see if the small pool boom 
skyrockets over the next 12 months. n 
 

Contacts: 
AIS Water: aiswater.com.au 
Australian Physiotherapy Association: 
australian.physio 

Brisbane Prestige Plunge Pools: goplunge.com.au 

Climate Care Certified: spasa.com.au 

Ecozen Pools + Landscapes: ecozen.com.au 

Remco Swimjets: remco.com.au 

Waterco: waterco.com.au 
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